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Owner/Driver Support
Packages

PROFESSIONAL RACE
ENGINEERING FOR

EVERY LEVEL OF
MOTORSPORT
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If you own a race car
but do not have the

time or knowledge to
prepare and maintain

it, we have several
packages to suit
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Option 1
Full Arrive & Drive

Option 2
Race Support

Option 3
Setup & Driver
Development

Option 4
Awning Space
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Option 1
Full Arrive & Drive

What is it?
A fully supported service

where all you need to focus
on is driving

Who is it for?
The driver who does not have
the time, space or knowledge

to store, prepare and
maintain their car for a race
weekend, or who prefers to

focus their attention solely on
driving and not on car

preparation
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Option 2
Race Support

What is it?
All the benefits of Full Arrive
and Drive, without the pre

race preparation work

Who is it for?
The driver who is able to

prepare their car in advance
and would prefer to dedicate

their time at the track to
driving, rather than

spannering
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Option 3
Setup and Driver

Development

What is it?
Access to a driver coach &

data engineer as well as
trackside setup for the car

Who is it for?
The driver who is happy to

prepare and run the car
themselves and wants the

benefit of professional
coaching and car setup at the

circuit
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Option 4
Awning Space

What is it?
Space alongside the team for

advice and essential work

Who is it for?
The driver who can run the
car for a full race weekend
and wants the security of a

team behind them in case of
accident repair or other major

work



Storage and transport

Pre-race preparation

Race fuel

Dedicated Number 1 Mechanic

Trackside maintenance

Floating Number 2 Mechanic

Data and video analysis

Trackside car setup

All hands repairs
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What is included?
Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4

   Cost per race weekend from:      £850                 £600                 £350               £200

Costs may vary according to circuit location & consecutive days will attract a discount

All costs include VAT
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